The procedure developed by R. M. Fernandez-Mufioz et al. (J. Virol. 29:612-623, 1979) for isolating simian virus 40 (SV40) chromatin free of disrupted previrions was optimized for preparing late transcriptional complexes, and these complexes were partially characterized. Transcriptional complexes derived from wild-type virus and from several deletion and temperature-sensitive mutants could be activated more than five-fold either by the anionic detergent Sarkosyl or by 300 mM ammonium sulfate, in agreement with the properties of SV40 transcriptional complexes prepared by other procedures. In contrast, complexes from cells infected with deletion mutants d11261 or d11262 were not activated at all by a high salt concentration, even though the extent of their activation by Sarkosyl was normal. Mutants d11261 and d11262 carry deletions of 54 and 36 base pairs, respectively, at an approximate map position of 0.91, which is within the overlapping genes for the virion proteins VP2 and VP3. The effects of these deletions on transcription in vitro indicate that VP2 or VP3 or both are bound to late transcriptional complexes in a way that affects the progress of initiated RNA polymerase. The properties of late transcriptional complexes derived from wildtype SV40 can be explained by the presence of the following two different kinds of complexes: (i) a minority class (about 20%), which is free of VP2 or VP3, active at low concentrations of ammonium sulfate in vitro, and responsible for late transcription in vivo, and (ii) a majority class (about 80%) with VP2 or VP3 bound, which is inactive at low salt concentrations both in vitro and in vivo but capable of being activated by high salt concentrations or by Sarkosyl. We propose that mutant VP2 and VP3 proteins from d11261 and d11262 bind to the majority class of late transcriptional complexes in a way that can be reversed by Sarkosyl but not by a high salt concentration. 
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Extraction of nuclei from cells infected with simian virus 40 (SV40) with isotonic or nearly isotonic buffers (17, 18) or with hypotonic buffers (28, 31) , followed by velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients, leads to separation of a 200S pool of previrions (70 to 90% of the SV40 DNA extracted) from a 70S pool of nucleoproteins (10 to 30%), which includes all of the SV40 transcriptional activity extracted. With the availability of these new procedures for isolating transcriptional complexes that are more likely to be native, it seemed attractive to investigate control of SV40 transcription in vitro by using viable mutants affected in control of transcription in vivo. Mutants from complementation groups A and D are altered in control of transcription. tsA mutants make temperature-sensitive large-T antigen (1, 54) and fail to repress early transcription at high temperatures (2, 30, 91 42). tsD mutants, whose mutations map within the structural genes for VP2 and VP3 (32) , have a phenotype that can be explained best by the presence in the virions of a repressor that must be removed before any transcription can begin (3) . d11261 is a D mutant, and the onset of infection with this mutant is delayed (11) , as predicted for a tightly binding repressor. Our current observation that the majority of transcriptional complexes isolated late in an infection with d11261 or d11262 (which has an overlapping deletion [12] ) behave as though they contain a tightly binding repressor indicates that repression of transcription late in infection involves an impediment to the progress of initiated polymerase along the late strand ("attenuation") instead of or in addition to an impediment to initiation. As discussed more fully below, this explanation allows us to understand the large differences found in several laboratories between the very small expression of late RNA early in infections and the appreciable fraction of isolated transcriptional complexes initiated on the late strand. Our results also complement and extend the recent finding of Laub et al. (34, 35) that synthesis of the majority of late RNA is terminated a few hundred nucleotides downstream from the initiation sites for late transcription. (17) . Briefly, each plate of cells was washed twice with 10 ml of TD buffer (137 mM NaCl, 5.1 mM KCl, 0.7 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM Tris-hydrochloride, pH 7.4), and the cells were scraped into 1 ml of this buffer, spun down, and suspended in TD buffer containing 0.5% Nonidet P-40 and 0.2 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (1 ml/ plate). After the suspension was mixed briefly, the nuclei were spun down at 40C and then suspended (6 x 10' nuclei per ml) in cold TD buffer (pH 7.9) containing 0.2 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride but no Na2HPO4. The (Table 1) . The cytoplasm from which the nuclei were separated contained only about 5% of the total SV40 DNA labeled with [3H]thymidine, and no RNA polymerase activity was detected when cytoplasmic extracts of infected cells were assayed in the presence of 300 mM (NH4)2SO4 or 0.2% Sarkosyl.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The amount of RNA polymerase activity extracted from nuclei, assayed at 300 mM (NH4)2SO4, increased in parallel with the amount of SV40 DNA between 20 and 50 h after transcriptional activity present in the nuclei remained there after extraction, but 30% of the SV40-specific transcriptional activity was found in the nuclear supernatant (Table 2 ). To determine the fraction of extracted SV40 nucleoprotein that carried initiated RNA polymerase, we used the assay described by Llopis et al. (36) , in which the RNA-DNA hybrids formed by in vitro transcription are banded in a C82SO4 gradient. A miimum of 0.3% of all viral DNA molecules extracted by this procedure, or about 1% of the viral DNA in the 70S region of a velocity gradient (see below), were capable of being transcribed by initiated polymerase in vitro in the presence of a high salt concentration.
Characterization of SV40 transcriptional complexes isolated under isotonic conditions. For transcriptional complexes isolated by using nonionic detergents, such as Triton X-100 and Nonidet P40 (17, 23) , it has been proposed that activation by (NH4)2S04 is the result of a complex set ofphenomena in which salt-dependent changes in the structures of RNA polymerase, histones, and the regulatory proteins associated with the DNA template may all contribute (7, 19, 60) . Figure 1 shows the effects of (NH4)2SO4 on SV40 transcriptional complexes extracted from nuclei in isotonic buffer as a function of time of extraction. The activation of complexes extracted immediately was very different from the activation of complexes extracted some time after incubation at 0°C. Note that the amount of transcriptional activity in low-salt assays was essentially independent of the time of extraction and that increasing the time only added to the activity present at high salt concentrations. The amount of SV40-specific RNA transcribed in vitro in low-salt assays was also independent of the time of extraction (data not shown). Together with the data of fold after 60 min of synthesis and reached 10-fold after 2 h. As Fig. 2 shows, this effect was due to rapid cessation of RNA synthesis at low concentrations of (NH4)2SO4; at high concentrations, the rate of incorporation was almost linear. If Sarkosyl was included in an assay carried out for 5 min with 300 mM (NH4)2SO4, the degree of activation was much higher, about five-fold. A possible explanation for this interesting result is that a minority form of late transcriptional complex (the only form that was active at a low salt concentration) synthesized RNA much faster than the majority form did, even in the presence of a high salt concentration. However, in the presence of a low salt concentration, the minority form stopped quickly, possibly by the normal termination mechanism. This possibility can be examined best by determining the properties of the two kinds of late transcriptional complexes after they are separated. (Fig. 4) . Most Failure to activate transcriptional complexes from d11261 or d11262 with (NH4)2SO4 could have been due either to the absence of a class of transcriptional complexes susceptible to such activation in the pool of material extracted from the nuclei or to a change in the properties of the complexes extracted. These two possibilities could be distinguished by using Sarkosyl, which removes nearly all proteins except initiated RNA polymerase from viral chromatin (21, 25) . As Fig. 5 shows, Sarkosyl activated complexes derived from wild-type virus and complexes derived from mutant d11261, although to somewhat different extents. The ability of Sarkosyl to activate transcription from d11261 in vitro and the failure of (NH4)2SO4 to do so indicated that VP2 or VP3 or both were involved functionally in a major fraction of the transcriptional complexes extracted by the procedure which we used and suggested very strongly that these proteins are also involved somehow in SV40 transcription in vivo. The different final extents of activation shown in Fig. 5 (11), who showed that d11261 is a D mutant, with delayed onset of infection, whereas d11262 is not defective. An analysis of the transcriptional complexes derived from d11261 on a sucrose gradient (data not shown) gave a pattern very similar to the one obtained with wild-type SV40 (Fig. 3) (Fig. 5) . DISCUSSION Isolation of SV40 transcriptional complexes. Complexes have been extracted from the nuclei of infected cells with anionic detergents (Sarkosyl), with nonionic detergents (Triton X-100 or Nonidet P-40), and with no detergent. Extraction with Sarkosyl yields complexes which are stripped of most proteins but retain initiated RNA polymerase (20) . Almost all of the SV40 transcriptional activity can be extracted (16, 20, 21, 33, 49) , and, upon incubation with ribonucleoside triphosphate, the nascent RNA chains can be elongated (20) . Complexes prepared with Sarkosyl are obviously unsuitable for investigating regulatory proteins associated with the viral DNA, but the study of these complexes has uncovered important facts concerning SV40 transcription. The RNA polymerase in Sarkosyl complexes is polymerase II (or polymerase B) (20, 33, 49) , and the major template for late transcription is closed circular SV40 DNA (6), not replicative intermediates (5, 21) .
Extraction of nuclei with Triton X-100 in the presence of a high salt concentration yields transcriptional complexes which retain the core histones and initiated polymerase II and are very similar by electron microscopy to viral chromatin not active in transcription (19) . About 0.5 to 1% of the total viral DNA extracted from nuclei with Triton X-100 or Sarkosyl is engaged in complexes with RNA polymerase II (36) . Under optimal conditions in vitro, Triton X-100 complexes can synthesize RNA chains much longer than the viral genome, without irreversible alteration of the chromatin-like structure (7, 19, 24) . As with Sarkosyl complexes, about 95% of the RNA made from Triton X-100 complexes isolated late in infection is complementary to the late DNA strand (23) . Extraction of complexes in isotonic buffer without appreciable amounts of detergent, as in the present work, has the obvious advantage that, since disruption of previrions is avoided, they can be removed by sedimentation. At least 1% of the 70S complexes obtained in this way contain initiated RNA polymerase active in the presence of 300 mM (NH4)2SO4, and the recovery of activity is excellent.
Are there two types of transcriptional complexes? Data in Table 1 and Fig. 1 suggest that one type of complex may be active at 30 mM (NH4)2SO4 and another type may be active only in the presence of Sarkosyl or high concentrations of (NH4)2SO4. The latter type appears to be extracted from nuclei more slowly than the former, and it may be possible to purify partially the complexes inactive at low salt concentrations by separating the nuclei soon after the Dounce homogenization procedure and incubating them in fresh buffer at 0°C. Green and Brooks (23) have described separation of two types of transcriptional complexes after treatment of SV40-infected CV1 cells with Triton X-100. The relationship between the complexes isolated by the different procedures is unclear, but it is interesting to note that the majority type (about 80% of the total) is extracted with greater difficulty in each case.
The results with the viable deletion mutants d11261 and d11262 shown in Table 4 and Fig. 5 also indicate that two types of late transcriptional complexes are present. We propose that the minority type, estimated from the degree of activation by a high salt concentration or by Sarkosyl to be 20% of the total, is actively involved in late transcription in vivo and that the majority type (80%) carries initiated but attenuated RNA polymerase. We propose that the protein(s) involved in attenuation is VP2 or VP3 or both. In vitro, Sarkosyl or high concentrations of (NH4)2SO4 can remove the blocking proteins from wild-type attenuated complexes and allow transcription to occur in vitro. This interpretation is in qualitative and quantitative agreement with the recent results of Laub et al. (34, 35) , who used a completely different approach to reach the conclusion that attenuated complexes make up the bulk of late SV40 transcriptional complexes late in infection. After very short periods of synthesis in vitro, when transcriptional complexes isolated either with Sarkosyl or in the absence of detergent are used, 80% of the newly synthesized RNA hybridizes with an SV40 DNA fragment from a region near the origin (between 0.67 and 0.76 map unit), and about 20% hybridizes with the rest of the SV40 genome (35) . The interpretation of Laub et al. (35) is that RNA polymerase molecules initiated in vivo are present predominantly in the region between 0.67 and 0.76 map unit.
At low concentrations of (NH4)2SO4, RNA polymerase activity in the nuclear supernatant is activated by exogenous SV40 DNA ( Table 3) , showing that in vitro initiation of polymerase can take place in this extract. For the type of complex active at 30 mM (NH4)2SO4, it is unlikely that reinitiation takes place during the assay since, in the absence of exogenous SV40 DNA, incorporation is stimulated by Sarkosyl or by rifamycin AF/013, both inhibitors of initiation. Furthermore, the reaction stops quickly at low salt concentrations (Fig. 2) (12) showed, the deletion in d11261 removed 54 nucleotides (nucleotides 1,270 to 1,323) from the region coding for the carboxyl-terminal portions of VP2 and VP3. Since 54 is divisible by 3, the reading frame is unchanged. From the DNA sequence, the decrease in the molecular weight of the proteins should be 2,040, whereas a decrease nearer 6,000 is found in sodium dodecyl sulfate-acrylamide gels (11) , probably signifying that the mutant proteins are shortened further by proteolytic digestion in the cells. It will not be possible to rationalize in detail the tight binding of VP2 and VP3 from d11261 to SV40 DNA until the structures of the mutant proteins have been determined. The deletion in d11262 removed 36 nucleotides (nucleotides 1,301 to 1,336) from the same region (12) . Again, the reading frame is unchanged. The expected decrease in the molecular weight of VP2 and VP3 is 1,450, which compares well with the observed decrease of about 2,000 (11) . In this case, the deletion may cause a net change in charge of only +1 (12) . If so, it is unlikely that the altered affinities of mutant VP2 and VP3 for SV40 chromatin in the presence of high salt concentrations are due primarily to alterations in ionic interactions. from infected cells contains large-T antigen tightly bound at or near the central control region, preferentially in early replicative intermediates (43, 47) . Binding of large-T antigen is associated with initiation of DNA replication (52) , with repression of early transcription (2, 30, 42) , and, less surely, with stimulation of late transcription (39) . At nonpermissive temperatures tsA mutants, which make themolabile large-T antigen (1, 54) , fail to initiate new rounds of DNA replication (9, 52) , fail to repress synthesis of early mRNA's (30, 42) , and fail to initiate synthesis of late mRNA's very early (9.5 h) after infection (39) . Such a complicated repertoire of functions may require different forms of large-T antigen, which are achieved through post-translational modification (53) or through changes in RNA splicing patterns (36a). The functions of large-T antigen, both as a repressor of early transcription and as an activator of late transcription, may be analogous to the well-defined case of X repressor, which, in binding to the OR2 subsite, simultaneously represses transcription from PR in one direction and stimulates transcription from PRM in the other (40) .
Recent work (29, 46, 58) has indicated that the region near 0.67 map unit is usually free of nucleosomes in nucleoprotein complexes isolated from infected cells, which is consistent with the binding of regulatory proteins to a histonefree region of viral DNA. VP2 and VP3 are implicated as competitors for the central control region by the properties of the tsD mutants and d11261 discussed above. Griffith et al. (26) have shown that nucleoproteins isolated either from infected cells late in infection or from virions contain a "knob" of protein located at approximately 0.67 map unit. It is not clear that VP2 or VP3 is a component of this knob, but such a finding would be consistent with the other results cited above.
Pathway 2 in Fig. 6 shows the binding of RNA polymerase II to an open central control region, which might be present in newly replicated DNA late in infection or might be formed by removal of a repressor from virion DNA at the beginning of an infection. Pathway [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] shows the newly postulated role of large-T antigen in late transcription, and pathway [1] [2] [3] [4] shows the well-established role of large-T antigen in DNA replication. The blockage of early transcription by large-T antigen could involve a failure of RNA polymerase II to bind to the early strand, possibly because of competition from large-T antigen for the binding site, or it might involve attenuation, with polymerase on the early strand blocked by large-T antigen bound to DNA downstream from the initiation site. Pathway 3-7 shows the binding of VP2 or VP3 to the central control region as the initial and determining step in the packaging of virions. The advantages of simultaneously shutting off the active processes of transcription and DNA replication for each DNA molecule to be packaged are obvious. Pathway 3-6 shows the formation of attenuated late transcriptional complexes, which may represent as much as 80% of the transcriptional complexes initiated on the late strand, with the active complexes (pathway 1-5) representing perhaps only 20% of the total. Attenuated late transcriptional complexes may be a dead end, unable to participate either in packaging or in transcription, or they may represent a more functional form of control of late transcription. Figure 7 shows structures which might be present during the initial, uncoating phase of an infection by SV40. Delayed initiation ofinfection by D mutants, followed by normal progress through the rest of the cycle, seems likely to be due to less probable removal ofthe tightly bound mutant repressor or attenuator than in the case of their wild-type counterparts, followed by a normal course of events thereafter. If wild-type VP2 or VP3 is ordinarily removed from only a minor fraction of the nucleoprotein complexes in infections with wild-type virus, attenuated late transcriptional complexes similar or identical to those present late in infection might be found on a major fraction of the infecting complexes that never participate actively in the early phase of the infection. At very early times, when late transcription represents only a tiny fraction of total SV40 transcription in vivo, extracted attenuated complexes activated by high salt concentrations or by Sarkosyl could account for the high fraction of SV40 molecules found to be initiated on the late strand, as found in several laboratories (4, 15) .
Of course, many features of the model presented in Fig. 6 and 7 VP2 or VP3 or both are responsible for attenuation at a point several hundred nucleotides from the region near 0.67 map unit, where late transcription begins, as suggested by the recent work of Laub et al. (34, 35) , the detailed representation of the binding of VP2-3 in Fig. 6 and 7 is somewhat incorrect, since it would make more sense for the positions of RNA polymerase and VP2-3 to be reversed in the complex representing attenuated late transcription. The situation may be much more complicated than drawn, with more than one molecule of VP2 or VP3 bound to different regions and functioning either as repressors or as attenuators. It is crucial to separate the attenuated late transcriptional complexes from active complexes and to characterize each of them in detail. Separation might be initiated by selective extraction, followed by the use of specific anti-T and anti-VP3 (44) immunoglobulins to precipitate each subclass specifically. Alternatively, in vitro elongation of RNA chains in low salt concentrations might provide enough of a change in size or density to facilitate separation.
